
Situated in a speculative, spectral Bengal and disoriented by successive 
ruptures, the artist and filmmaker Omar A. Chowdhury organises para-fictional 
installations that connect texts, performances, actions, films, photographs, 
sculptures, sounds, drawings, collages, archives and code. These layered and 
elusive environments are attempts to travel through time and identity and into 
the lives of others. Appropriating the processes and tools of phenomenology, 
hermeneutics and narratology, the work e!aces partitions between what is 
real and what is not. It leaves you uncertain about the past, whom to trust, and 
where one expects art to stop.

mail@omarchowdhury.com
cv

OMAR A. CHOWDHURY (1984, BD/AU)

Omar Chowdhury has had recent solo 
presentations and performances at Annet 
Gelink Gallery (Amsterdam), Network 
(Aalst), De Appel (Amsterdam), 4A Centre 
for Contemporary Asian Art (Sydney), Bengal 
Foundation (Dhaka), MOMENTUM (Berlin), 
India Art Fair (Delhi), and screenings at 
International Film Festival Rotterdam, Film 
and Video Umbrella (London), Haus der 
Kulturen der Welt (Berlin), La Gaîté lyrique 
(Paris), and Queensland Gallery of Modern 
Art (Brisbane) for Asia Pacific Triennial 8. He 
has attended the prestigious post academic 
residencies at the Rijksakademie van 
Beeldende Kunsten (Amsterdam), and Hoger 
Instituut voor Schone Kunsten (Gent). 



FAYDABAD FOR-SALE
Melding Dhaka metal music and neglected architecture, Faydabad for-
sale is a performance and installation by the artist Omar A. Chowdhury 
and the collective Ke ba kahara for Dhaka Art Summit 2023. 

Trailer: https://vimeo.com/chowdhury/forsaledocumentation
Shroud 2023, 50’ x 50’ x 22’, Hessian, mild steel, black dye, bricks



FAYDABAD FOR-SALE
At the site of a renowned female architect Marina Tabassum’s most intimate 
building, the performance uncovers the tangled history of an imported modernism 
and its aesthetic obsolescence by Bangladesh’s voracious new rise.



FAYDABAD FOR-SALE
Through a choreography of architectural interventions, projections, death 
metal music, and performance, a speculative present is enacted—haunted 
by doubt, regrets and ruinous anticipation.



FAYDABAD FOR-SALE
Variable dimensions, 
See Floor sheet for captions. 

https://omarchowdhury.com/files/Omar%20Chowdhury%20Annet%20Gelink%20Floor%20Sheet%2002.pdf


FAYDABAD FOR-SALE 

Variable dimensions, 
See Floor sheet for captions. 

https://omarchowdhury.com/files/Omar%20Chowdhury%20Annet%20Gelink%20Floor%20Sheet%2002.pdf


FAYDABAD FOR-SALE 



JANUS TUSSLE (2022)

Using the aesthetic of anonymised interviews a story of a cancelled international 
exhibition of Bengali antiquities is recounted by an activist and a cultural critic. 
Contradictory, evasive, brutal, the melanch0lia of post-colonial distrust is intimately 
explored. 

Variable Dimensions, 1 channel, 29m35s, 16:9/4:3, Colour,  
Stereo, ProRes 422 (delivery in H.264 MOV),  
Video: https://vimeo.com/chowdhury/janustussle2022



JANUS TUSSLE (2022 

 A lyrical center showing the ostensible objects, sculptures, deities with a vocal raga 
as a soundtrack allow for contemplation and questioning.

Variable Dimensions, 1 channel, 29m35s, 16:9/4:3, Colour,  
Stereo, ProRes 422 (delivery in H.264 MOV),  
Video: https://vimeo.com/chowdhury/janustussle2022



Variable dimensions, See Floor sheet for captions. 
See Gallery Page. Read Review.

ECHO, SATURN—THE COURTS, 2022 

In the scenario of Echo, Saturn—The Courts Annet Gelink Gallery transforms and presents 
itself anew to its visitors. Through distinct installations spread over di!erent areas of the gallery, 
evocative narratives merge to create an intangible atmosphere. The overarching and ruptured 
voices of the narrators accompany the audience in this journey through space and time, leaving 
them with uncertainty about what is real and what is not.



ECHO, SATURN—THE 
COURTS, 2022 

Variable dimensions, 
See Floor sheet for captions. 



ECHO, SATURN—THE 
COURTS, 2022 

Variable dimensions, 
See Floor sheet for captions. 



ECHO, SATURN—THE 
COURTS, 2022 

Variable dimensions, 
See Floor sheet for captions. 



ECHO, SATURN—THE 
COURTS, 2022 

Variable dimensions, 
See Floor sheet for captions. 



ECHO, SATURN—THE 
COURTS, 2022 



FAYDABAD TO-LET, 2020 

A performance and installation essaying an abandoned 
modernist building by the architect Marina Tabussum and 
its ties to the history of regional modernism in Bangladesh. 
First part of a two part performance of 23 minutes 
separated by a mnemonic gap of five months. Includes 
architectural interventions to the site to generate narrative.

Four actors, variable dimension, 22 min

To Let Sign, 48cm x 29cm, house paint, aluminium, iron hanger

Script — https://www.omarchowdhury.com/files/Faydabad%20to-
let%20script%2003.pdf



FAYDABAD TO-LET, 2020 (CONT.) 

Speakers carry the voices of the performers throughout the building allowing the audience to 
separate themselves from the loci of the performane. Positions are marked and altered on the 
building during the ‘rehearsals.’ The central text is the altered legal rental deed.

Deed, 22cm x 33cm, legal deed paper, typewriter ink, stamps

Positions, variable dimensions, chalk, vinyl stickers of carious colours



FAYDABAD TO-LET, 2020 (CONT.) 

The direction of the work happens at a distance using the same methods as used by
the architect to construct the building itself. The structure is ssu!used with the 
markings and remanants of the performance which also function as a precursor.



Variable dimensions, See Floor sheet for captions.  
Video of installation: https://vimeo.com/378525912/0acca5bb9b

ECHO, SATURN (1), 2019 

Using the idioms and tropes of post-conceptual art and set in a porous site of 
exposed exterior spaces and the shadows of dim interiors, the historian recasts a 
letter he wrote to his future wife, Mita, during a sleepless night in an old hotel in 
Rajshahi in 1980. ...

http://omarchowdhury.com/files/RijksOpen19/2019%20RijksOpen%20Floorsheet.pdf
https://vimeo.com/378525912/0acca5bb9b


ECHO, SATURN (1), 2019 (CONT.)

... This reframing spreads over multiple levels, rooms, hallways, and exhibitory 
infrastructures. Working through the motif of the near-double, of repetition 
producing di!erence, he unfurls a haunted pattern for both sensing and recall which 
draws the receiver into a field filled with unstable epistemic forms.

Variable dimensions, See Floor sheet for captions. 
Video of installation: https://vimeo.com/378525912/0acca5bb9b

http://omarchowdhury.com/files/RijksOpen19/2019%20RijksOpen%20Floorsheet.pdf
https://vimeo.com/378525912/0acca5bb9b


ECHO, SATURN (1), 
2019 (CONT.)

Variable dimensions, 
See Floor sheet for captions. 
Video of installation: https://vimeo.
com/378525912/0acca5bb9b

http://omarchowdhury.com/files/RijksOpen19/2019%20RijksOpen%20Floorsheet.pdf
https://vimeo.com/378525912/0acca5bb9b
https://vimeo.com/378525912/0acca5bb9b


ECHO, SATURN (1), 2019 (CONT.)

Variable dimensions, See Floor sheet for captions. 
Video of installation: https://vimeo.com/378525912/0acca5bb9b

http://omarchowdhury.com/files/RijksOpen19/2019%20RijksOpen%20Floorsheet.pdf
https://vimeo.com/378525912/0acca5bb9b


ECHO, SATURN (1) FLOORSHEET, 2019 (CONT.) 

Floorsheet outlining the 27 works and interventions in many mediums that combine 
into a single mnemonic, a!ecting installation. The translation of the letter that is 
doubled in the two rooms in Bangla is provided as a key. Floorsheet: http://omarchowdhury.com/files/RijksOpen19/2019%20RijksOpen%20

Floorsheet.pdf

http://omarchowdhury.com/files/RijksOpen19/2019%20RijksOpen%20Floorsheet.pdf
http://omarchowdhury.com/files/RijksOpen19/2019%20RijksOpen%20Floorsheet.pdf


AUGUSTIJN, 2019

A shifting, enigmatic relationship between a lapsed Muslim filmmaker and a 
charismatic young Belgian man, who has converted to Islam in the post-industrial 
city of Aalst. Repetition and indirection result in a twisted narrative arc.

Single channel, variable dimensions, 47 minutes, ProRes 422 (delivery in H.264 MOV), colour, three channel audio.
 
Installsation — https://vimeo.com/383968258/005345a2af
Trailer — https://i!r.com/en/2019/films/augustijn
Full — https://vimeo.com/311630886/3939deb813
Thesis — http://omarchowdhury.com/files/Augustijn/Reichardt_Master’s%20Thesis_Cosmopolitanism%20and%20the%20Arts.pdf

https://vimeo.com/383968258/005345a2af


AUGUSTIJN, 2019 (CONT.) (NETWERK)

Installed as a three-channel work with encompassing 
curtains and carpets referencing the mosque where ‘Stijn’ 
converted to Islam. All three audio channels play at the 
same time creating echos and refrains.

Three channel, variable dimensions, 62 minutes, ProRes 422 
(delivery in H.264 MOV), colour, three channel audio. 
 
Installation —W
Trailer — https://i!r.com/en/2019/films/augustijn
Full — https://vimeo.com/311630886/3939deb813
Thesis — http://omarchowdhury.com/files/Augustijn/Reichardt_
Master’s%20Thesis_Cosmopolitanism%20and%20the%20Arts.pdf

https://iffr.com/en/2019/films/augustijn


AUGUSTIJN, 2019 (CONT.) (NETWERK)

In counterpoint to the video installation in adjacent hall, the text
and legal agreement that undergirds the relationship between the two
protagonists is installed in a raw, industrial room.

Three channel, variable dimensions, 62 minutes, ProRes 422 (delivery in H.264 MOV), colour, three channel audio. 
Installation — https://vimeo.com/383968258/005345a2af
Trailer — https://i!r.com/en/2019/films/augustijn
Full — https://vimeo.com/311630886/3939deb813
Thesis —http://omarchowdhury.com/files/Augustijn/Reichardt_Master’s%20Thesis_Cosmopolitanism%20and%20the%20Arts.pdf



ECHO, SATURN — PROLOGUE, 2018 

Mnemonic, para-fictional installation tracking the light 
of an important day in Rajshahi and the feelings and 
recollections of historical and professional trauma from 
the end of show Age of Saturn.

Video of installation: https://vimeo.com/330568560/
bc685324b2

Lights, 2018, TL light housing, LED strips, electrical controller, 
Arudino, electrical wire, fishing wire, attachments

Generator, 2018, Diesel generator, arudino, controllers, 
manual choke, electrical wire, diesel
 
Echo, Saturn Prologue, 2018, 1 channel, HD ProRes, 14m35s, 
colour, stereo, 17:9 
Full — https://vimeo.com/303334474/3a514234db

Lecture-performance, 2018, 1 channel, 1h30m55s, colour, 
stereo, 4:3
Full — https://vimeo.com/303356496/87!8e5b10



ECHO, SATURN — PROLOGUE, 

2018 

Mnemonic, para-fictional installation 
tracking the light of an important day in 
Rajshahi and the feelings and recollections 
of historical and professional trauma from 
the end of show Age of Saturn.

Video of installation: https://vimeo.
com/330568560/bc685324b2

Lights, 2018, TL light housing, LED strips, 
electrical controller, Arudino, electrical wire, 
fishing wire, attachments

Generator, 2018, Diesel generator, arudino, 
controllers, manual choke, electrical wire, diesel
 
Echo, Saturn Prologue, 2018, 1 channel, HD 
ProRes, 14m35s, colour, stereo, 17:9 
Full — https://vimeo.com/303334474/3a514234db

Lecture-performance, 2018, 1 channel, 1h30m55s, 
colour, stereo, 4:3
Full — https://vimeo.com/303356496/87!8e5b10

Cease and desist letter, 2018, Inkject on printer 
paper, maker pen, 3 frames, 82cm x 34cm



SYSTEM DECAY AND ITS ORIGINS, 2016 

Performance-installation that essentialises the façades, infrastructure, and 
processes of various colonial systems. The treatment of the user is based on chance 
and pre-determined heuristics. Derived from the research of Dr. Shahidul Zaman.

Variable dimensions, Two Soldiers (in uniform), microphone 
with stand, headphone with stand (playing Memoirs.mp3), 
sound mixer, 2 x media players, 40” television (playing 
Heuristics.mp4), security camera, security monitor, plinth 
with Text (Memoirs of Saturn)



LIGHTBOX (EXILE, NOW),  

LIGHTBOX (DISILLUSIONMENT), 2016 

Re-purposed advertising lightboxes from Dhaka with stand showing both fictional 
and documentary images of Dr. Zaman.

Lightbox (Exile, Now), 2016, 180cm x 146cm x 25.4cm 
Inkjet print (also on reverse) on PVC, double sided, aluminium frame, fluorescent tubes

Lightbox (Disillusionment), 2016, 213cm x 152cm x 152cm
Inkjet print (also on reverse) on PVC, aluminium frame, fluorescent tubes, rusted metal stand with bolts



COMBINE (EXILE 1), COMBINE (EXILE 2),  

PHOTOGRAPH (EXILE), 2016 

Collages and images of materials from public records, Dr. Zaman’s fictional archives, 
fantasies, and non-existent letters.

Combine (Exile 1), 2016, 42cm x 32.2cm (50.8cm x 40.6cm framed) 
Inkjet print on archival photo paper and sketch paper

Combine (Exile 2), 2016, 42cm x 32.2cm (50.8cm x 40.6cm framed) 
Inkjet print on archival photo paper, sketch paper, and reused pages from old books and journals

Photograph (Exile), 2016, 45.7cm x 36.8cm (47cm x 38cm framed)  
Inkjet print on archival photo paper



COMBINE (ABSENCE),  

PHOTOGRAPH (ABSENCE),  

PHOTOGRAPH (PRE-HISTORY),  

COMBINE (PRE-HISTORY 2) , 2016 

Collages and images of materials from public records, Dr. 
Zaman’s fictional archives, fantasies, and non-existent 
letters.

Combine (Absence), 2016, 42cm x 32.2cm 
(50.8cm x 40.6cm framed) 
Inkjet print on archival photo paper, sketch paper, 
and reused pages from old books and journals.

Photograph (Absence), 2016, 45.7cm x 36.8cm 
(47cm x 38.1cm framed) 
Inkjet print on archival photo paper

Photograph (Pre-history), 45.7cm x 36.8cm 
(47cm x 38.1cm framed) 
Inkjet print on archival photo paper

Combine (Pre-history 2), 42cm x 32.2cm 
(50.8cm x 40.6cm framed) 
Inkjet print on archival photo paper, sketch paper, 
and reused pages from  old books and journals.



TEXT (MEMOIRS  

OF SATURN), 2016 

Foundational narrative about 
the history of Islam in Bengal, 
Dr. Zaman’s experience of this 
history, and Omar’s relationship 
to Dr. Zaman. PDF: https://goo.gl/
nsN7tv

40pp, 25.4cm x 16.5cm full colour, 
softcover



FILM (MEMOIRS OF SATURN), 2016 

A cinematic study with a voiceover which investigates Dr. Zaman’s current research 
and his repetitive, insular days.

Variable dimensions, 51 minutes, ProRes 422 (delivery in H.264 MOV),  
colour, stereo, used benches. 
Trailer — https://vimeo.com/201742105
Full — https://vimeo.com/chowdhury/memoirs (password: festival)



DESIRING THE MEETING OF VILHELM HAMMERSHØI AND RAM 

CHANDRA VISHNAYAGHAR IN COPENHAGEN, NOVEMBER 1906  

(WITH A GUIDE), 2017

Work in seven parts that traces the genesis of my desire for the narrative and semiotic relations 
between a Danish painter and a Bengali trader in the distant past. Mimics the joys and 
disappointments of the historiographic experience.

#H, 0 GUIDE

Forty nine unique combinations of the work which re-configures the ur-texts (email 
between the curator and I, and letter from Ram Chandra). PDF: https://goo.gl/8J3Li2

#G, VI LETTER AND NOTE

Letter from RCV to his brother written 1906 and my notebook that records the first 
time I heard this narrative from Dr. Zaman. 

30cm x 21cm x 8cm, 120 pp, A5, colour print on 300 gsm card paper, Binder 
folder

110cm x 35cm x 95cm, Four pages of reclaimed paper, black lustre 
fountain ink; A5 notebook, ball point ink in custom vitrine With 
Lisa Wilkens



#A, II CABINET

De-constructed furniture and fixings from a metaphoric, historical room. Exposed 
to the elements. No potential for actual reconstruction.

#E, IV VIEW

A Hammershøian ‘view’ undertaken by receiver indicated by a Bengali direction 
from the ur-text.

Variable dimensions, Wooden pieces with metal accents, red strap with black metal 
cinch, plastic bag of screws, keys, pins

15cm x 40cm, Adhesive vinyl, an arrangement of furniture and space



#F, V SLIDES

A projection with slideshow of text, image, and video from historical trips to 
Copenhagen and Bengal. The language is encoded and deciphered by a reflective 
plane.

#D, III ENCOUNTER

Part of the ur-text is performed and disseminated by a subtle action when 
there is enough trust.

75cm x 95cm x 90cm, O"ce filing cabinet, mirror, projector, Video (21m32s, HD ProRes 422 
(delivery in H.264 MOV), colour, no sound)

Video documentation (4m55s, HD ProRes 422, delivery in H.264 MOV, colour, 
sound, subtitles). With Chloé Op de Beek



#B (INACCESSIBLE POSITION), VII CALL

Emotive audio recording between me and the curator Lynn van de Verte. Visitors 
cannot access this work.

#C, I FILE

Private filing system and notes that give clues to the path traversed in the research. 
The receiver must also search.

Audio (WAV, 5m21s), headphones, mp3 player, custom plinth. With Oshin 
Albrecht

45cm x 30cm x 110cm, Filing cabinet, hanging folders, laminated digital prints, plinth, 
floor lamp



UNTITLED (CHARRED TREE), 2014 

Tree found after a bushfire. Subsequently, I’ve encouraged new moss to grow. From 
an exploration into the horror of the Australian forests.

Untitled (charred tree), 2014, 220cm x 70cm x 30cm  
Charred Eucalyptus tree trunk with new moss and water 
 
Untitled (fictional criticism), 2014, 12.8cm x 19.7cm  
Inkjet print on reclaimed paper 

Untitled (fictional poem), 2014, 11cm x 17.8cm  
Inkjet print on reclaimed paper



UNTITLED (WIRE), 2014

Steel fencing wire stretched across the gallery. It has an oscillating electrical pulse 
flowing through it. Users can first shock and then pleasure themselves. The spark 
makes an irregular clicking sound.

Variable dimensions, Galvanised steel wire, wire stretcher, bolts, 
hooks, battery, electrical components



COLONIES AT DUSK, 2014

A film haunted by the ‘weirdness’ of the trees, the totemic 
termite mounds, the warbling creeks and dirt packed 
roads— it seeps into the landscape.

Variable dimensions, 1 channel, 12m43s, HD ProRes, 1.78:1, Colour, 
Stereo
Full —https://vimeo.com/101399614



UNTITLED (SMOKE PRINT #1) AND UNTITLED (SMOKE PRINT #2), 2014

Two canvasses hung for three and a half months above cooking fires tended by some men.

Untitled (smoke print #1), 2014 
180cm x 180cm (double sided)
Cooking smoke on canvas

Untitled (smoke print #2), 2014
180cm x 180cm (double sided) 
Cooking smoke on canvas



LOCUS, MOSQUE AND  

LOCUS, TEMPLE, 2014 

Phenomenological studies of spiritual processes in Old Dhaka 
(reflected in the method of the work’s own making)

Locus, Mosque, 2014, 1 channel, 74m30s,  
HD ProRes, 1.33:1, colour, stereo 
Trailer — https://vimeo.com/95601218
Full — http://vimeo.com/chowdhury/locusmosque  
(password: festival) 
 
Locus, Temple, 2014, 1 channel, 149m25s,  
HD ProRes, 1.33:1, colour, stereo 
Trailer — https://vimeo.com/95601221 
Full — http://vimeo.com/chowdhury/locustemple



TORSIONS, 2014 

A kinetic, sensorial film set at two spiritual festivals, the Hindu Roth Yatra, and 
Shiite, Muharrum in Old Dhaka

Variable dimensions, 1 channel, 106m24s, 1.78:1, Colour,  
Stereo, ProRes 422 (delivery in H.264 MOV),  
colour, stereo, used benches. 
Trailer — https://vimeo.com/111890362
Full — https://vimeo.com/chowdhury/torsions (password: festival)



VASTNESS IN ECLIPSE, 2014 

Documentary, fictional, and reflexive questions about storytelling and of one’s own 
death. Set in an anachronistic Bengali village. Three channels.

Variable dimensions, 3 channel, 31m14s,  
HD ProRes, 2.35:1, colour, stereo
Trailer — https://vimeo.com/72626136
Channel 1 — https://vimeo.com/chowdhury/vastnesschannel1  (password: festival)
Channel 3 — https://vimeo.com/chowdhury/vastnesschannel3
Channel 2 — https://vimeo.com/chowdhury/vastnesschannel2


